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Fourier analysis of multibeam interference shows that the total electric field and relative time delay of
the beams form a Fourier-transform pair. Fourier-analysis-based multibeam interference analysis and
device design is discussed in detail. The principle of the proposed segment-deformable-mirror-based
adaptive spectrum attenuator is illustrated. © 2005 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

In wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) optical
communication networks, signals are amplified peri-
odically by erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs).
Since the gain profile of an EDFA is not flat, attenu-
ators are usually used to maintain signal powers at
different wavelengths equal to avoid cross talk and
data loss. However, fixed attenuation can only com-
pensate fixed input power and amplification. In an
active network, input power and amplifier gain
change with time. Active level compensation at each
wavelength is needed. An adaptive attenuator is a
device with a chromatically variable transmissivity
used to equalize channel powers in WDM fiber-
optic communication lines.1 Such a device has been
realized by various technologies, such as microelec-
tromechanical systems (MEMS),2–4 magneto-optic5

and acousto-optic6,7 methods, planar lightwave
circuits,8–10 and holograms.11 In this paper, Fourier
analysis of multibeam interference and device design
is first presented, followed by the introduction of the
proposed segment-deformable-mirror (SDM) based
adaptive attenuator.

2. Fourier Analysis of Multibeam Interference

A basic understanding of a signal waveform is that it
can be decomposed onto and reconstructed by a set of
orthogonal basis in the vector space. A Fourier trans-
form is a specification of such an idea. Given a time-
domain signal f�t�, its Fourier-transform pair is

F(�) � FT{f(t)} ��
��

��

f(t)exp(�j�t)dt,

f(t) � IFT{F(�)} �
1

2� �
��

��

F(�)exp(j�t)d�, (1)

where IFT is inverse Fourier transform.
Fourier transform can also be used in multibeam

interference spectrum analysis. Suppose a plane
wave of light is incident upon a Fabry–Perot (FP)
cavity at an angle � as shown in Fig. 1, where r and
t are the reflection coefficient and the transmission
coefficient for a wave traveling from the surrounding
medium into the cavity, and r� and t� are the reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients for a wave travel-
ing from the cavity to the surrounding medium. The
complex magnitude of the transmitted electric field
E�t� is

E(t)(�) � �
p�0

�

apexp(�jTp�), (2)

where ap � tt�r�2pE�i� is the complex magnitude of the
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pth beam, E�i� is the complex magnitude of the inci-
dent light, and Tp � 2pn�h cos ���c and �Tp are the
relative time delay (RTD) and the relative phase dif-
ference, respectively, of the pth beam to the zeroth
beam.

E�t���� is the sum of a Fourier series in Eq. (2). Each
component in the Fourier series has a different RTD
value and is orthogonal to the others. The compo-
nents with different RTD values �1, exp��jT1��,
exp��jT2��, exp��jT3��, . . .� form a set of orthogonal
basis in the RTD domain. Thus, the multibeam in-
terference electric field spectrum E��� can be ana-
lyzed in the RTD domain using a Fourier transform.
The electric field spectrum E��� and its RTD spec-
trum A�T� are a Fourier transform pair as shown in
Eq. (3):

A(T) ��
��

��

E(�)exp(�jT�)d�,

E(�) �
1

2� �
��

��

A(T)exp(jT�)dT. (3)

Consequently, Fourier analysis can be applied to
multibeam interference analysis. As we all know for
the time-domain signal, the larger the bandwidth,
the more the higher frequencies the signal contains,
and the more the detail of the signal. Shown in Fig.
2(a) is the RTD amplitude spectrum |A�T�| of three
FP cavities with the same optical length but different
reflectivity. We can define the bandwidth of the FP
cavity as the range of RTD in analogy with that of the
time-domain signal. From Fig. 2(a) we know the FP
cavity with higher reflectivity has a larger band-
width, which allows more beams with larger RTD
value to participate in the multibeam interference.
Thus the electric field spectrum of the FP cavity with
higher reflectivity should have more optical spectrum

detail or fringe contrast than that of the cavity with
lower reflectivity, and this is shown in Fig. 2(b).

The concept of RTD bandwidth is important for
multibeam interference device. The degree of spec-
trum detail or sharp contrast that the device can
achieve is directly related to its RTD bandwidth. It
sets the performance limit of such device. This will
provide us a guideline to multibeam interference de-
vice design.

3. Multibeam Interference Device Design

Given a target optical intensity spectrum I���, the
first step in a multibeam interference device design is
to obtain the RTD spectrum A�T� that can be physi-
cally realized.

A�T� usually takes the complex form A�T�
� |A�T�|exp��j�T�. But for a given RTD value T, it is
impossible for a device to realize a nonzero constant
phase shift �T for all the optical wavelengths. Thus
for a RTD spectrum A�T� that can be physically re-
alized, A�T� cannot be complex and has to be real.
A�T� is obtained from E��� using Eq. (3). According to
Eq. (4), the phase spectrum of E��� is lost in I���. E���
with the same magnitude spectrum |E���| but dif-

Fig. 1. Fabry–Perot cavity interference model.

Fig. 2. (a) RTD spectrum A�T� versus different reflectivity for n
� 1, h � 20 	m FP. (b) Reflected spectrum versus different reflec-
tivity for n � 1, h � 20 	m FP.
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ferent phase spectrum exp��j����	 will yield the
same I���. The objective becomes to find an E���
� |E���|exp��j����	 that has a real Fourier trans-
form A�T� and a target intensity spectrum I���:

I(�) � E(�)E*(�)
� |E(�)|exp[�j�(�)]|E(�)|exp[j�(�)]

� |E(�)|2. (4)

The Fourier-transform property shows that a real
and even function has a real and even Fourier trans-
form. A real even and imaginary odd function has a
real Fourier transform.

Because the phase spectrum of E��� is lost in I���,
it is hard to obtain a real even and an imaginary odd
E��� from I���. Thus a simple method to generate real
A�T� is to obtain real and even E��� from I���. Such
E��� forces the real A�T� to be even, which means if
an optical beam with RTD value Ti and electric field
magnitude A�Ti� participates in the interference, an-
other optical beam with a RTD value of �Ti and an
electric field magnitude A��Ti� must also participate
the interference.

The procedure to obtain real and even RTD spec-
trum A�T� from I��� is broken down into two steps.
The first step is to mathematically construct a real
and even target electric field spectrum Eeven��� using
Eq. (5); the second step is to obtain real and even A�T�
using Eq. (3):

Eeven(��) � Eeven(�) � 
Ieven(�) � 
I(�), � 
 0. (5)

The real and even A�T� could contain negative val-
ues. In the applications where the bandwidth of in-
terest ��1, �2	 is very small compared to the center
wavelength �c,

���2
�c

� � �� 1. (6)

Let us define the half-wavelength RTD T� as

T� � ���c. (7)

Then the negative A�Ti� � �|A�Ti�| can be realized
by introducing a phase shift of � to its absolute value
|A�Ti�|:

|A(Ti)|exp[�j�(Ti � T�)] � �|A(Ti)|exp(�jTi�)

 exp��j
� � �c

�c
��

� A(Ti)exp(�jTi�)

 cos�� � �c

�c
��

� j sin�� � �c

�c
���

� A(Ti)exp(�jTi�). (8)

The term cos���� � �c���c	 � j sin���� � �c���c	
introduces distortion. The maximum distortion oc-
curs at � � �c � ���2. The distortion is usually very
small in real applications and thus can be neglected.
For instance, in fiber communication, the erbium-
doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) have a central wave-
length of �c � 1550 nm and an amplify range of ��
� 30 nm. The maximum distortion is calculated be-
low:

cos� ���2
�c � ���2 ��� j sin� ���2

�c � ���2 ��� 0.9995

� j0.0307 � 1. (9)

The Taylor-series expansion of this distortion term in
the vicinity of �c is shown in Eq. (10), where distor-
tion can be omitted for very small ε:

cos ��c � ���2
�c

��� cos(�) �
cos�(�)

1! (���)

�
cos�(�)

2! (���)2 � . . . � 1,

sin ��c � ���2
�c

��� sin(�) �
sin�(�)

1! (���)

�
cos�(�)

2! (���)2 � . . . � 0.

(10)

The second step in multibeam interference device
design is to design a device that can realize the ob-
tained RTD spectrum A�T�. To achieve this goal, the
device should be able to provide all the RTD compo-
nents in A�T� and to assign different magnitudes to
different RTD components. Once these two conditions
are satisfied, the device can reproduce I��� according
to Eq. (3).

To assign different magnitudes to different RTD
components, the device could be an amplitude-split
interferometer that has different reflectivity assigned
to different RTD beams, such as optical thin film. The
device could also be a wavefront-split interferometer
that assign different total reflection areas for differ-
ent RTD beams, such as the proposed SDM based
adaptive attenuator.

To assign all the RTD components in A�T� to the
multiple beams, the device should be able to divide
the incident wave into multiple beams and then to
assign different RTD to different beams. These de-
vices include FP cavity, thin film, fiber Bragg grating,
and the proposed SDM based adaptive attenuator.

If one of the two conditions is not satisfied, the
optical intensity spectrum will have distortion. The
distortion comes from the following sources:

1. The RTD spectrum A�T� has a larger band-
width than the device. For example, as shown in Fig.
2, the bandwidth of the R � 0.7 FP cavity is larger
than that of the R � 0.1 FP cavity. Thus for a target
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spectrum the same as the R � 0.7 FP cavity spec-
trum, it is inevitable to have spectrum distortion
when a R � 0.1 FP cavity is used to reproduce it.

2. The device has sufficient bandwidth but fails to
provide some RTD components. For example, for a FP
cavity with Tp � 2pn�h cos ���c, it can only provide
RTDs that are multiples of 2n�h cos ���c. If the target
spectrum requests an RTD component that is a frac-
tion of Tp, the FP cavity would fail to provide these
RTD components and result in distortion.

3. The device is unable to assign the exact mag-
nitude as requested to the beams.

4. Novel Adaptive Attenuator

The reason FP cavities, thin film, and fiber gratings
can generate only a fixed shape of a spectrum is be-
cause they have fixed RTD components and magni-
tudes of RTD components assigned to the multiple
beams. If to some extent a device can arbitrarily as-
sign these two factors to the beams, the device can
generate an arbitrary interference spectrum to a cer-
tain extent.

Based on such an idea, we propose a SDM-based
adaptive attenuator. A SDM is an array of micromir-
rors made on a backplane. The vertical position of
each mirror can be precisely controlled by an array of
microactuators. Figure 3 shows a unit mirror in the
SDM. In the following discussion, the SDM parame-
ters of interest are total number of mirrors M, verti-
cal dynamic range L of a unit mirror, and bits of
control b. If the SDM has b-bits control, then the
resolution of the SDM movement is L�2b, which
means the minimum increment of vertical position of
a mirror is L�2b.

As shown in Fig. 4(a), a plane wave of light is
divided into M beams upon the reflection of each unit
mirror in the SDM. The SDM is a wavefront-split
interferometer. The RTD assignment among the
beams can be illustrated using Fig. 4(b). M1 and M2
are two unit mirrors separated by vertical distance
�L � L1 � L2. This would result in phase difference
�1, 2 � 4��L cos ��� and RTD T � 2�L cos ��c be-
tween the two beams, both of which are linear func-
tions of �L. Once we change vertical positions of the
reflection mirrors, we can assign RTD among the
reflected beams. The RTD component magnitude as-
signment can be illustrated in Fig. 4(c). M1, M2, and
M3 are three unit mirrors. The vertical distances be-
tween these mirrors are �L1, 2 � 0, �L1, 3 � �L2, 3
� L1 � L3. Since �L1, 2 � 0, there is no RTD difference
between these two beams. Thus they can be regarded
as one beam with twice the magnitude of the third
beam. Once we change the number of mirrors that

have the same RTD value, we can assign RTD com-
ponent magnitude among the reflected beams.

According to multibeam interference device design,
the RTD spectrum A�T� that can be physically real-
ized is a real and even function. For SDM, all the
mirrors should be symmetrically distributed to the
zero RTD mirrors as shown in Fig. 5. For A�Ti� with
negative value, the mirrors of RTD values of �Ti

should move an additional distance T� to realize the
negative sign. To keep the mirror distribution sym-
metric, the mirrors with �Ti RTD should move in the
opposite direction to the mirrors with �Li RTD. The
direction could be towards or backwards to the zero
RTD mirrors, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 3. Basic unit of SDM.

Fig. 4. (a) SDM generated multibeam interference. (b) SDM RTD
assignment. (c) SDM RTD magnitude assignment.
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The proposed SDM adaptive attenuator system for
WDM fiber communication is illustrated in Fig. 7.
Light from a coherent source S (WDM fiber) is colli-
mated by collimation lens L (W denotes the incident
wavefront). The incident light is reflected by the com-
puter controlled SDM (W� denotes the modulated
wavefront). The modulated wavefront is collected by
lens L� and forms multibeam interference on plane P.
A fiber is placed at the focal point to collect the light.
If the collection is loss-free, then the desired attenu-
ation profile can be realized.

Although the SDM can generate arbitrary interfer-
ence to some extent, it also has performance limita-
tions. For the SDM, the position of each mirror is
controlled by b bits, which would only allow the mir-
rors to stay at discrete vertical positions with mini-
mum vertical interval of L�2b. Thus for a SDM, its
RTD spectrum is discrete and only has nonzero com-
ponents at multiples of T � L cos ��c2b�1. From
Fourier-transform theory, a signal that has a discrete
frequency spectrum is periodical in the time domain.
In analogy, the optical interference spectrum of a
SDM is periodical in the optical frequency domain.
This periodic structure is a consequence of the mirror

vertical position discrete tuning. Let us define this
period in the optical frequency domain as the free-
spectral range (FSR). Within one FSR, constructive
interference occurs at only one wavelength. For all
other wavelengths, the beams will be off resonant.
Therefore in one FSR, the SDM cannot provide more
than one zero-loss peak. This would result in a high
insertion loss when compensating an arbitrary spec-
trum, such as is the case in optical communication.
This performance limitation would preclude its uses
in applications where low insertion loss is required.

The device performance is simulated. The process
of the simulation is illustrated as follows. The real
and even RTD spectrum A�T� is first calculated from
a given target optical intensity spectrum I��� using
Eq. (5) and then Eq. (3). For a SDM with vertical
dynamic range L and b-bits control, its vertical posi-
tion resolution is L�2b, which results in its RTD spec-
trum resolution of T � L cos ��c2b�1. The vertical
dynamic range L governs the bandwidth of the SDM.
Because A�T� is an even function, the SDM is divided
into two groups of mirrors. For each group, the effec-
tive vertical dynamic range is L�2. Thus for the given
SDM, the upper limit of the RTD bandwidth is T
� L cos ��c. The total number of different RTD com-
ponents the SDM can provide is 2b�1. Suppose for an
A�T�, A��T� is the closest RTD spectrum a SDM can
realize. A��T� is the RTD bandwidth-limited spec-
trum, and it is unable to provide RTD components in
the A�T� that exceed the RTD bandwidth limit of the
SDM. A��T� is also different from A�T� in the normal-
ized magnitudes of each RTD component. Because
the negative value A�Ti� is realized by its absolute
value |A�Ti�| with an additional vertical shift,
|A�T�| is used in normalized RTD magnitude spec-
trum An�T� calculation:

An(Ti) �
A(Ti)

� |A(Ti)|
. (11)

For the normalized magnitude An��T� realized by the
SDM, it is equal to the ratio of the number of mirrors
in each beam M�Ti� to the total number of mirrors M,
such as shown in Equation (12). M�Ti� is derived us-
ing Eq. (13). The right side of Eq. (13) is defined as a
function to find the closest integer value:

An�(Ti) �
M(Ti)

M , (12)

M(Ti) � [An(Ti)  M]. (13)

Once the normalized RTD spectrum An��T� is ob-
tained, the SDM will assign the An��T� to the beams,
and the optical intensity spectrum I���� is the
multibeam interference spectrum of such a device.
I���� is a reproduction of target I��� with distortion.
And the purpose of the device design is to minimize
this distortion. For a SDM with 3200 mirrors, 10 	m
dynamic range, and 10 bit control, light is incident at

Fig. 5. SDM symmetric distribution.

Fig. 6. SDM moving direction.

Fig. 7. Idea of the proposed system.
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a 15° angle, the RTD resolution is 6.2886  10�17 s,
the RTD bandwidth is 3.2198  10�14 s, and the num-
ber of different RTDs is 512. The target I���, the
interference spectrum I����, and the distortion of
I���� from I��� is shown in Fig. 8. The RTD spectrum
A�T� obtained from target I���; the RTD spectrum
A�n�T� that is realized by the SDM and their difference
is shown in Fig. 9.

In the simulation, the M, L, and b effects on SDM
attenuator performance are studied. In the first
simulation, the normalized A�T� distortion An�T�
� A�n�T�, the interference spectra of the three SDMs
are compared against each other in Fig. 10. For
these SDMs, L � 10 	m, b � 10, and M � �800,
2000, 3200�. The result shows that a large number
of mirrors leads to less A�T� distortion and better
I���� agreement with I���. In the second simu-
lation, three SDMs are compared, as shown in
Fig. 11. The SDMs have b � 10, M � 3200, and

L � �4 	m, 7 	m, 10 	m�. The result shows that
large dynamic range leads to larger RTD bandwidth
and a better I���� agreement with I���. In the third

Fig. 8. Comparison of target spectrum and SDM spectrum.

Fig. 9. Comparison of target RTD spectrum and SDM RTD
spectrum.

Fig. 10. (a) Spectrum versus mirror number �L � 10 	m, b
� 10�. (b) A�T� distortion versus number of mirrors M.

Fig. 11. Spectrum versus dynamic range �b � 10, M � 3200�.
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simulation, two SDMs that have L � 10 	m, M �
3200, and b � �8, 10� are compared, as shown in Fig.
12. The b together with L determines at which inter-
val the RTD spectrum A�T� is sampled. Larger b leads
to a smaller interval and more RTD components
within a fixed RTD bandwidth, which in turn gives
less I��� distortion. As a general rule, the larger the
M, L, and b values, the better the agreement between
I���� and I���.

5. Summary

Fourier analysis is a powerful tool in multibeam in-
terference analysis and design. By using such full-
developed approach, optical attenuators can be
designed in a similar way as time-domain signal fil-
ters. The general principle of optical attenuator de-
sign is given. The novel adaptive attenuator has an
optimum structure due to the general principle. Its
advantages are real-time arbitrary spectrum shap-

ing, low insertion loss, high-speed tunability, simple
device structure, and high flexibility.
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